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ABSTRACT 

The present research attempts to analyze from a theoretical and methodological view of the competitive advantage that 

companies have to use the reputation as a generating tool of market value and this is a difficult intangible factor to imitate that 

facilitates the company to entre international markets. The largest pharmaceutical companies in the world and Mexico will be 

studied, from its inception and its market value. Finally it is concluded that the pharmaceutical industry has been characterized 

as one the most difficult markets to enter for their high entry barriers and reputational capital. 
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Resumen 

Enel presente trabajo de investigación se pretende analizar desde un punto de vista teórico-metodológico la ventaja 

competitiva que tienen las empresas al utilizar la reputación como herramienta generadora de valor en el mercado, de tal modo 

que este sea un factor intangible difícil de imitar, de tal forma que facilite a la empresa entrar a mercados internacionales. Se 

investigan las empresas farmacéuticas más importantes del mundo y de México, desde sus inicios y su valor en el mercado. 

Finalmente se concluye que La industria farmacéutica se ha caracterizado como unos los mercados más difíciles de entrar  por 

sus grandes barreras de entrada de capita dereputación.Palabras clave Industria farmacéutica, internacionalización, reputación. 

Palabras clave: Industria farmacéutica, internacionalización, reputación 

INTRODUCTION 

The pharmaceutical industry has been characterized as an industry with high barriers to entry, from the need to enter 

with heavy investments in capital to creating a high brand reputation, through the reputation of the country of origin or its 

organizational system. This paper aims to analyze two successful companies in the pharmaceutical field, Unipharma and 

Novartis, which will allow as empirical support for this research. 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK CORPORATE REPUTATION AND BRAN D 

According to Noor (2014) therapeutic specialization, differentiation on competition and the ability to generate value in 

the pharmaceutical industry can create new market niches and countless future possibilities for companies to enter later in 

international markets. 
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Pharmaceutical companies have enjoyed for years the good image and reputation they have to the citizens, because 

they have seen how companies are engaged in the search for the cure of the great evils of health faced by the vast majority of 

the population (Melé, 2006). This may be due to large investments made in the pharmaceutical services marketing, promoting 

his social and ethical responsibility. According to Gagnon and Lexchin (2008) big pharma in United States it has been more 

concerned to create a major brand to invest in research and development.It came to believe that several of these companies 

invested almost twice services in marketing, from sample drugs, trade television, royalties and doctors, among others, in 

research and development. 

No doubt the brand that represents a company is paramount. Many large companies that have persisted for years have 

come to understand that the value of the company no longer depend exclusively on service or product offered, but it's up to 

intangibles that many competitors cannot imitate, or that this involves a very high cost of doing so (due to legal regulations). 

Because every day there is more competition, and a growing dynamic change in the economic environment, many companies 

have opted to develop and maintain intangible assets and capabilities difficult to imitate as a way to gain advantage in the 

market (Srivastava, Shervani, & Fahey 1997) this is as a tool for obtaining a better financial performance, mainly for 

businesses that require high levels of capitalization and investment to remain on the market and especially to enter new 

international markets. 

Since the nineties, many companies took on greatly important to create large industrial brands, which could encourage 

high consumption and maintain an edge over its rivals in the industry. According to a study by Booz, Allen and Hamilton 

(2004), they showed that in the first five years, 2000 companies were listed on the stock exchange gave it a much greater 

importance to brand than five years ago. For example, it can be seen this evolution in the following table 1 

 

Figure 1: Importance of Brands for Business Success 

The role of the brand has been important over time. Building the brand has been central to the good financial 

performance. In fact, since 2000, many companies have entered the stock market, which has been shown in many jobs that 

these companies have a higher value in stocks relative to their brand. In turn, each day more companies strive to improve their 

brand. Many of these companies succeed, and agree that the relationship brand-financial performance has a close connection 

(Delgado Ballester, 2011). 

While the brand may be only a small representation of an entire company, the brand of a product can create value to 

other products of the same company. Value-generating capacity with successful brands have a great impact on consumers, 
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since that it can translate reputation as quality and consumer safety, and ensure it continues to be true during the life of the 

company. The brand can mean success or failure of a company, as it can improve the corporate reputation of the company in 

society. As it has mentioned the academic Javier Fernandez Aguado, the corporate reputation is an ongoing process of 

consolidating the prestige of an entity that manages to all its stakeholders and that this ultimately achieves a competitive 

advantage.  

Pharmaceutical companies that have dedicated themselves to improve their image and reputation with consumers have 

focused on finding that specific brand that has an emotional bond with the consumer. One of the marketing strategies most 

popular is to make people believe that it is synonym for welfare, health or control. The generating capacity to create links with 

its consumers create value in the medium and long term due to the ability to remember through association to positive 

attributes. According to Sinclair & Keller(2008) the brand creates value for retailers and for its rightful owner. The assessment 

established to medium and long term is due to the accumulation of consumers over time, ensuring a flow of capital insured for 

the company, so that achieving stability and capitalization needed in case it seeks to extend its market or enter new market 

niches. 

The value of the brand can be seen from two approaches. The first from a marketing perspective as mentioned 

previously and second from a financial perspective. How could be observes a brand from a financial perspective? The brand 

value from a financial perspective, variations can affect the selling prices by product, revenue from the sales number, or by the 

flow of each of the company through stock value (Exprúa, 2009). 

This research focuses more on the financial perspective of the brand, because empirically it is assumed that the 

pharmaceutical industries are looking through the brand or corporate reputation to generate capital flows to ensure stability and 

this in turn leads to the company expansion into new markets. While it is always important to consider this point from a 

marketing view, since they are two features that are not excluded, on the contrary, both are necessary. 

MECHANISM THAT COMPANIES USE TO FOCUS THEIR ATTENTI ON TO CORPORATE 

REPUTATION . 

Pharmaceutical companies can focus their attention mostly running in marketing that allows improving the corporate 

image and their respective brands. This approach also can be called as intellectual capital, according to Edvinsson and Mallone 

(2000-2003).Companies require change their approach to the renewal and development capacity in the areas where they can 

provide value. Those areas should be focused on intangibles, as they are assets that can last more time than other physical 

assets, such as a patent for a more lasting brand under the law, to a machine that has a time defined as useful and also 

depreciates in around the year. Unlike physical assets, intangible assets at least in the brand may be depreciated, but in turn it 

can be appreciated over time. So, it turns out to be profitable for companies, according to plan and life cycles, that they can 

guide their internal policies towards improving these types of goods. 

The pharmaceuticalindustry has a veryinteresting featurein the market.They are the industrieswithmoreinnovation and 

investment intechnology and development.This throughstrong investmentsmadefordevelopment andresearch, possibly for 
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patents ofnewdrugs-. According toPharmExec's Pharma50(2014), the top 10 brandsorpharmaceutical companiesin 

2014,togetherinvested more than54909.4million inresearch and development,as shownin the following table 1 below. 

In the case of Novartis, a company of Swiss origin, it was the economic unit with higher pharmaceutical sales in 2013. 

Its investment in research and development was equivalent to 20% of its sales. The interesting thing about this case, Novartis in 

2008 had lost large amounts of sales due to one of its US subsidiaries that contributed almost 40% of its profits; it had some 

unfortunate events that reduced profits. Among other causes, because it had delayed approval of a drug by the FDA, and the 

removal of other medications with losses of 600-700 million dollars plus it had lost more than 1.6 million by the entry of 

generic drugs. 

Table 1: Salesofthe 10 Largestpharmaceutical Companies 

 

                                       Fuente: pharmaexec 
 

ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE CORPORATE NOVARTIS 

Like most companies, many chose to reduce their costs to stay in business, and above all have the same rate of profit. 

Novartis if any was similar case, which was a restructuring of downsizing, dismissals of 2000 employees in the United States 

as well as rationalization of therapeutic franchises (Bastien & Serra, 2010). Given the obvious decline in profits, as it is 

estimated that were almost 2.1 billion dollars, for the events in 2008, Novartis had to decide to fight these events through 

certain strategies: 

• Launch of 7 brands in 18 months, 

• Release of these products with the new restructuring and cost. 

Given the evidence that would be a case of great challenge, directors of Novartis, decided to hire a team of marketing 

analysts, experts in sales and planning, focused on markets that were not covered in Europe previously, which already knew 

their niche market-as were the markets of hypertension and diabetes. Novartis quickly took control of the market to a huge 

pharmaceutical marketing strategy, managing to convince the strict European consumers. Through these 7 brands, they 
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managed to recoup losses they had in the United States, and consolidated in some European countries, expanded to other 

countries, like the case of Spain, which eventually managed to meet the legislative standards required by that country. 

The marketing of a product before launch is vital to the survival of the company. In the pharmaceutical industry is no 

stranger to this issue, since clinical trials, identifying the types of patients, specific problems, and the differentiating ability of 

other brands and convincing the public, is vital appliedmarketing. This is the reason why Big Pharma spendsa significant 

percentage of its income on marketing. Planning and investment required can lead investors or entrepreneurs interested in 

different market segments. This can be an important success factor of the pharmaceutical companies, and therefore responsible 

for promoting the corporate image of the product plays an important product to enter the market (Bastien & Serra, 2010) paper. 

Consequently,after applyingproperresource planningstrategyisinsurancecompany successto graspthose 

marketsdifficultto access, as it was mentioned,dueto highrestrictionsin certain countries inpharmaceuticals,it isimportant that 

oncebroken thatbarrier to entry, can convinceconsumersofthe efficiency and qualityof the drug. 

Table 2: Comparativetangibleandintangiblebrand 

 

                                                Source: DelgadoBallester (2011) 

It can be seenfrom the above tablethat certainindustriesare highly relevantbrandin the market.For 

pharmaceuticalcase,it onlyamountsto 10%, 50% in other intangiblesandto 40% in tangibles. As is toavoid, it can be seenthat 

industriesthat givemore importance tothe brand areluxury goods, financial services and food, although the latter, under personal 

opinion,it doesnot meetthat much assome studiessuch as thoseconducted on Informalityby the National Chamberof Commerce 

ofGuadalajara.It was concluded thatfood and beveragesthe most important thing wasthe price,butmay be deferredin the case 

ofanother country. 

The questionas wasdiscussed above, the reason why many ofthecompanieshave been engagedin investing 

inmarketingmay be duetothe value of otherintangiblesare transferredindirectly to the bran 

It is possible, of course, because achieving to have a patent on the pharmaceutical industry to ensure that consumers 

will buy the product from the legal owner of the patent, but as with any type of good, there is some time constraints and 

lifetime. So that course of time, it has sought to invest in the promotion of the brand to create the emotional attachment, which 

had been previously analyzed, with the patient so that when the patent period is over, consumers at least cast doubt on the other 

brands that want to exploit the drug. Even if the brand is not as important as seen on the table, at least this is the first stage of 

the product as medium and long term, as it had already been discussed above, generate brand value. 
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Depending on the company and its products, as not all drugs are equal, is necessary to study which strategy is best for 

the companyto use in the business's reputation approach, for example:  

• Identify the company's reputation for product branding 

• Identify the reputation of the brand through the corporation 

• Identify quality reputation by country of origin 

There may be other more relationships, but take these three basic for the industrythat is being analyzed. In the 

internationalization process it can be inferred that must meet these three characteristics.Once consolidated the reputation of the 

brand and the corporation, companies must regularly tend to expand into new markets, which should cross borders through the 

export of goods or the mobility of the financial resources of the company to settle in another country to start a new production 

plant. 

The settlement process in a market already known, and stay for a period of time, allows the company to begin an 

accumulation process of financial capital, which allows also distributing profits among its shareholders, also begins to develop 

more research to future products in the case for pharmaceutical drugs. What reasons would have a company already established 

in the market to decide internationalize? According to executives Unipharma, Spanish company considered successful in the 

internationalization of its brand and image, the internalization process also allows new market access, improving the brand, 

company growth, higher profits and earnings. 

The internationalization process has been of great interest to scholars, ¿from what time a company should 

internationalize? In the case of pharmaceuticals, due to its characteristics as a market of few competitors, entry barriers are very 

difficult to break, high capital investments, prestigious brand, among others, surpassing those characteristics; pharmaceutical 

companies can enter markets outside its country border. 

In the case of Unipharma, it went through this process to internationalize. His first steps before going abroad were to 

ask for help external consultants who were skilled in the process. The first development plan was based on identifying 

characteristics in emerging markets that have great potential, out of which will be made a priority selection according to 

geographical features. Unipharma by being of Spanish origin began analyzing near its border countries, such as France and 

Portugal that somehow some consumers had heard of the company (Unipharma, SA, 2014). 

Company strategies were adjusted according to the necessary diversification for the initial stage.  Started using 

communication, advertising, location of suppliers and negotiation, and above all, to give confidence to consumers as well as 

corporate and product quality were indisputable. 

One of the advantages of Unipharmawas that in Europe knew that Spain had a strong pharmaceutical industry. After 

Unipharma begin promoted in other European countries, customers could identify the brand as good, by virtue of being 

Spanish. It was a process of successful and beneficial, in addition to assistance from public institutions to the rapidly 

expansion(Arian International, n.d.). The process of consolidation in the international market should get to look like in the local 

market, only that this time its competitors are multinationals. Also, it should be considered rigidities in regulations on patents 
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and medicines, adapting different markets in different countries, the cumulative process capital to meet future challenges and 

other factors. Currently Unipharm is still in the process of adaptation and expansion 

In Mexican case,  Genomma laboratories has been synonymous with success as a national brand and consolidation 

abroad, with about 60 brands that have been in high demand in Mexico. 

It has presence in approximately in 15 countries around the world also created a division called Genomma Lab 

International, which is dedicated to the pharmaceutical marketing services, which has managed to keep promoting its brands on 

television, radio, internet, etc.Unlike other international companies put its own brands to enter foreign markets, Genomma Lab 

with financial consolidation managed to acquire several brands in the United States and Brazil to have an international 

presence. After, it acquired brands in Argentina and among other countries. This type of strategy has been repeated to achieve 

presence in the 15 countries mentioned above (Villafañe, 2001). 

One of its most explosive was promoting strategies normal medicine called "first level" which caught the most 

commercial Mexican television and radio. Large inversions in marketing and brand building managed to get Genomma outside 

the top Mexican laboratories to venture into the international market 

CONCLUSIONS 

Certainly, the process of internationalization is not an easy process for businesses, especially for the pharmaceutical 

industry, as noted above; these types of industries require high investments to enter the market to compete with the few players. 

In this market we have observed that corporate reputation is important for consumers, as customers will not consume 

something that is in question the quality, integrity, reputation or other factors influencing consumption 

As discussed in the same way, there are two ways of seeing the brand, including the generating capacity of financing. 

It is undoubtedly one of the features to consider a company to remain on the market. Giving an important role to brand can 

mean an improvement in the quality of the finances of the company, either because most trusted brand to supply and demand 

for financial assets as well as higher incentive product demand. 

With financial consolidation, it is then possible to analyze and study new niches wishing to enter international market 

in order to assess potential benefits that could have the company over its competitors. 

Consider the laws of each country, as it may be a factor preventing the company to develop in the best way. According 

to directives from Unipharma, pharmaceutical companies should focus more those emerging economies of the Third World, 

since the coverage of other companies have failed to do so. This has been due to a great large number of consumers, but 

difficulty in getting legislation, or cultural ignorance of those countries, and among others. But it will be very satisfied if a 

company can enter these types of market. 

To stay within an international market, it must have the same local process, the accumulation of capital for investment 

in research and development, which will create new products and patents that give competitive advantage. Achieving this, will 
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have a more stable market guaranteeing the company growth andraising the brand value and company nationally and 

internationally. 

It is importantto notethat companiesdo not alwayscommitall its resourcesto buildingthe brand,should alwaysbe 

coordinated withother assets of thecompany, because due to overinvestmentinsome of thetangibleor intangible assetsputat 

riskthe availability of resources to create valuethroughanother importantelement of the company. 
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